[The post-thrombotic syndrome. Description and comparison of diagnostic methods: clinical examination, venous return time, phlebography and ultrasonography].
Thirty-one patients with deep vein thrombosis (DVT) confirmed by phlebography 5-11 years previously were examined for the post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS). Where all of the patients were concerned, the examination included crossing-off of their symptoms of PTS on a special chart and clinical examination carried out by four doctors independently of one another, for 29 patients also determination of the venous return time by strain gauge pletysmography and for 29 patients also secondary phlebography (SF) and B-method ultrasonic scanning (UL). The degree of severity of PTS was determined by means of a scoring value which was calculated on the bases of four observers assessment of the clinical symptoms and findings. Significant differences were found for the clinical scores for legs with and without previous DVT, which shows that the method is of value despite a not inconsiderable interobserver variation. In the form employed here, pletysmography was found unsuitable for quantitating of PTS. In 60% of the patients, agreement was present between the clinical assessment, SF and UL. The necessity of agreement both as regards the diagnostic clinical criteria and as a measure for the degree of severity of PTS is emphasized. UL is recommended as a screening investigation for changes after DVT. Phlebography is only considered to be indicated in cases where detailed knowledge of the anatomical conditions is desired e.g. prior to venous surgery.